2017 NIMAGA Cup at The Village Links of Glen Ellyn
Gentlemen, congratulations on competing for the 2017 NIMAGA
Cup.
The format is the same as in previous years, match play. Each
foursome will contain 3 matches each worth one point. Two
singles matches and a team (better ball) match.
All matches will be determined by net score on each hole. All
players will get their strokes where they fall on the card.
Example: Players A and C are teamed against Players B and D.
A plays B, and C plays D in the singles matches. Handicaps are
as follows, A =10, B = 12, C = 11, D =14. In the singles
matches, A would get strokes on the first 10 ranked holes, B
would get strokes on the first 12 ranked holes. C would get
strokes on the first 11 ranked holes, and D would get strokes of
the first 14 ranked holes. All players will get the same strokes in
the better ball, team match.
Palmer matches will be played from the Blue Tees, 6770 yds.
Player matches from the White Tees, 6382 yds. Trevino matches
from the Gold Tees, 6004 yds. Please play the matches from
your assigned tees.
Scorecards will be provided, with the strokes received marked on
the appropriate holes. Please fill out the scorecard with GROSS
scores only. We have a computer program to figure the net
scores and the results of each hole, and match. If a player does
not finish a hole put an X, and I will fill in a score that does not
affect the results of the hole.

All hazards are marked in red.
Any areas of High grass example: to the left of the green on
holes 2 & 6. Or areas of dense undergrowth in trees, not marked
as a hazard, example; to the left on holes 2, 3 right on holes
10,11,12, both sides of hole 13 from 200 yards (approx.) out
from the green. Left on 6 & 15, unless the group is reasonably
sure the ball is out of bounds, are to be played as lateral hazards.
Flip a coin for Team honors on the first tee. Honors after that will
be determined by the last Team to win a hole.
There will be a closest to the pin for each set of tees. The Palmer
members will use hole 8, the Player hole 3, the Trevino hole 11.
MATCH ONE

12:01

MIKE SUTTON

vs

PERRY VARIANO

DAVE SLOAN

vs

DICK FREUND

MATCH TWO

12:09

BILL WALSH

vs

TERRY BOKSHA

ROY ROBBINS

vs

JONATHAN TRAN

MATCH THREE 12:18
TIM JORDAN

vs

JEFF TOTH

SHAWN PIPES

vs

RAY REIMER

MATCH FOUR 12:26
JOHN JOHNSTON

vs

JIM WOJCIK

BRIAN ALBERTS

vs

JIM KOTULA

MATCH FIVE

12:35

JIM MURROW

vs

JOHN SNOW

TOM O’BRIEN

vs

ROBERT YEDINAK

MATCH SIX

12:43

CHARLIE KUHN

vs

KEN KORANDA

MARK HEINSOHN

vs

ROBERT WESTBERG

MATCH SEVEN 12:52
DAN PLENS

vs

NEIL MELTZER

DOUG McKIRAHAN

vs

AL LEITSCHUH

STEVE LEIBER
DAVE MARTINEK

MATCH EIGHT 1:00
vs
WAYNE KENCHAREK
vs

DAVID BRANDHORST

MATCH NINE 1:09
STEVE BARNABY

vs

LARRY ZAKOSEK

GEORGE ZDARSKY

vs

SAL LOMBARDI SR.

